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R eport
of the
President
To the
Trustees of Trinity College

J\ s President of Trinity College, I have the honor to submit to you

f'l. herewith a report of the 140th academic year. It covers the tenth
complete year of my presidency.
In the near future a report concerning the ten years of the stewardhip you have entrusted to my care will be forthcoming.
In this annual report I will deal briefly, first, with the progress made
during 1962-1963 in regard to the Academic Program, the Faculty, the
Student Body, the Library, Physical Facilities and Financial Affairs;
and, second, with Significant Events and Actions during the past year.
I will then report in some detail concerning the several groups constituting Trinity: the Students, the Faculty, the Administration, the
Trustees, the Alumni and the Parents.
PROGRESS DURING 1962-1963
GENERAL

I am honored to report significant progress during the past academic
year due to the helpful support and cooperation of the trustees, the
faculty and administration, the students, alumni, parents and other
friendS.

THE

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

THE NEW CURRICULUM

The new curriculum has now been in effect for two years. As of
September, 1963, only the Class of 1964 will not be required to be under
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it. As yet we have had, because of the few upperclassmen who haYe
elected to pursue their studies under the new curriculum, little e perience with the comprehensive examination which is required in the
senior year. The full impact of this examination will not be felt until
the academic year 1964-1965. During 1963-1964 the Curriculum Committee will study the new curriculum in the light of experience to date.
THE SUMMER E GINEERI G LABORATORY

This summer, for the sixth consecutive year, Trinity admitted
secondary school students to its Summer Session under the Tran ition
to College Plan. One of the purposes of this Plan is to demon trate to
schools and colleges the need for, and the practicality of, additional
opportunities for gifted tudents. It i a
pleasure to report that the Plan i now
widely imitated among college , and that
we have been instrumental in encouraging
the introduction of Advanced Placement
courses in a number of school .
As a further development of the Tran ition to College Plan during the 1963 Summer Session, Trinity offered to 36 boy in
Connecticut high schools an opportunity to
examine the attractions of the tudy of
engineering. A generous grant from the
United Aircraft Corporation made it po August E. Sapega
sible for these boys to spend eight weeks on
our Campus. They took two cour e : Introduction to Engineering Science and the History and Philo ophy of
Science. We will follow their future choice of career to determine
whether this earlier examination of engineering results in a continued
interest in that profession. Obviously it is hoped that we may have dicovered a way to help solve the very serious national problem of a
growing shortage of able engineers. This summer's program was
, directed by August E. Sapega, Associate Professor of Engineering.
VISITING COMMITTEES

General
The academic program of several departments has been enhanced
greatly, and will be more so in the future, by the dedicated and effective
service of departmental Visiting Committees, sponsored by the Board
of Fellows with Mr. William K. Paynter, '37, as chairman of thi program. The College is deeply grateful to the members of these committees for the most valuable recommendations resulting from their
skilled professional ability. Th y have rendered a la ting ervice to
Trinity.
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William K. Paynter, '37 Dr. ]. Donald W oodnrff

L eonard S. Hobbs

Biology
The Chairman of the Biology Visiting Committee, formerly Dr. J.
Donald Woodruff of Johns Hopkins University, the father of two
Trinity sons, is Dr. Asger Langlykke, Vice President and Director of
Research, E . R. Squibb Company, a Trinity parent. The other members are: Dr. John B. Barnwell, '17, Sc.D. '53, honoris causa, one
of Trinity's most eminent medical doctors; Dr. J. Kapp Clark, '36, Vice
President and Director of Research, Smith Kline and French Laboratories; Dr. Peter B. Clifford, '53, dentist, Hartford; Dr. Joseph N. Russo,
'41, gynecologist, Hartford; Dr. Paul H. Twaddle, '31, cardiologist,
Hartford; and Dr. John McK. Mitchell, '18, Sc.D. '49, honoris causa,
retired Dean, School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, currently
Director of Education and Training, Bryn Mawr College.
Enginem·ing
The Visiting Committee for the Department of Engineering is under
the chairmanship of Mr. Leonard S. Hobbs, former Vice Chairman
and head of Engineering at the United Aircraft Corporation. The
other members of the Committee are: Dr. Ashley S. Campbell, Dean of
Engineering, Tufts University, a Trinity parent; Dr. Karl W. Hallden,
'09, M.S. '48, Sc.D. '55, honoris causa, Life Trustee; Dr. Robert M.
Handy, '53, Westinghouse Central Research Laboratories; Dr. Douglas
G. Harvey, '52, Project Engineer, Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland; Mr. Ellis C. Maxcy, President, Southern New England
Telephone Company; Mr. C. Branson Smith, Assistant to the Chief
Scientist, United Aircraft Corporation; Dr. C. Richard Soderberg,
Dean of Mechanical Engineering, M.I.T. ; Dr. Warren C. Stoker,
Director, R.P.I. Graduate Center, South Windsor; and Mr. Brainard
Alden Thresher, former Director of Admissions, M.I.T.
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Harry H. Clark, '23
Hon. '63

Daniel Alpert, '37
Hon. '57

Joseph V. Getlin

English
Dr. Harry H. Clark, '23, Litt.D. '63, honoris causa, Professor of
English, University of Wisconsin, is Chairman of the Visiting Committee of the Department of English. The other members are: Mr.
Joseph W. Hotchkiss, '42, Managing Editor, Reade1·s' Digest Book Department; Mr. Donald F. Hyde, Litt.D. '62, honoris causa, lawyer and
eminent bibliophile; Mr. William K. Paynter, '37, ex-officio, Vice
President, Institute of Life Insurance, New York City; Professor W.
Powell Jones, Chairman, Department of English, Western Reserve
University; Mr. George Malcolm-Smith, '25, Manager in the Public
Information and Advertising Department of the Travelers Insurance
Company; Mr. Lloyd S. Smith, '23, Assistant Secretary, Western Publishing Company; and Professor Jack Trevithick, '31, University of
Vermont.
Physics
The Chairman of the Visiting Committee of the Department of
Physics is Dr. Daniel Alpert, '37, Sc.D. '57, hono1·is causa, Director,
Coordinated Science Laboratory of the University of Illinois. The other
members are: Dr. Howard D. Doolittle, '31, Director of Research
Machlett Laboratories, Springdale, Connecticut; Dr. Edward N. Nilson,
'37, Sc.D. '63, honoris causa, Project Engineer, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft; Professor J. A. Pierce, Harvard University, a Trinity parent; Dr.
William L. Trousdale, '50, Department of Physics, Wesleyan University;
and Dr. William W. Watson, Yale University.
Religion
The Chairman of the Visiting Committee of the Department of
Religion is Mr. Joseph V. Getlin, President, Rival Packing Company,
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Chicago, Illinois, a fmm r President of the Trinity College Parents A ociation. The other m mbers are: Mr. Clarence U. Carruth, Jr., attorney, ew York City, a Trinity parent; Mr. Edgar H. Craig, '34, Vice
Pre ident, City Stores, Inc. , ew York City, also a Trinity parent; Mr.
John E. Friday, Jr. , '51, Morgan Stanley Company, ew York City; the
Rev. Dr. Jam
. Gettemy, Pr sident, Hartford Seminary Foundation;
Mi s Evelyn L ath rbury, Secretary, Danforth Foundation, St. Louis,
Mi souri; th R v. Dr. Harvey K. McArthur, Hosmer Professor of ew
T tament, Hartford S minary Foundation; Dr. Anson T. McCook, '02,
LL.D. '52, honoris causa, attorn y, Hartford; Mr. William M. Polk, '62,
F llow, Union Theological S minary; the Rev. Canon Theodore 0.
'V del, D.D. '56, honoris causa, larry Emerson Fosdick Visiting Profe or, Union Theological Seminary; the Rev. Dr. William J. Wolf, '40,
.T.D. '60, honoris causa Howard Chand! r Robbins Professor of
Th ology, Episcopal Th ological School; and Mrs. J. Donald Woodruff,
mother of two Trinity ons.
THE

FACULTY

GROUP TOTAL DISABILITY BE EFIT

PROGRAM

Th Group Total Disability Ben fits Program written by the Teacher
In urance and Annuity A sociation of America was put into effect
o ember 1, 1962, and at no cost to the b neficiaries. Under this program a person who becomes "totally disabled" will henceforth be asured of a reasonable income. Those cover d are all active full-time
faculty memb rs, administrativ officers as well as staff members
cla sified as secretarial or offic employ e , upon completion of one
ear of service and the attainment of the age of 30. A covered employee, "totally disabled" because of injury or illness for six consecutive
months, will thereafter receive a monthly income benefit, including
benefits, if any, from Social Security and Workman's Compensation,
equal to fifty per cent of his covered monthly salary up to $1,000 plus
thirty per cent of covered salary in xcess of $1,000, but subject to a
maximum of $800 per month. Such benefits will continue until age 65
or prior death during the period of total disability. Provision is also
made for the payment of the cover d person's annuity premiums during
di ability so that his retirement b nefits will not be adversely affected.
This completes and rounds out a carefully designed program to
provide a substantial protection and security for our faculty and staff
in the face of unexp ct d and oft n di astrous accidents and hazards
of life.
DEPARTME T OF GOVER ME T

Following the resignation of Dr. Vernon L. Ferwerda, Associate
Professor of Government the College intensified its search to obtain a
p ron of the highest tature to head the Department of Government.
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Many candidates were brought to the Campus. I am happy to report
that our first choice has accepted our invitation effective September 1,
1964, to be Professor of Government and Chairman of the Department.
Further details cannot be furnished at this time b cause of the important current duties of our future colleague.
THE STUDE

T

THE CLASS OF

Bony
1967

General
For the Class of 1967 the College received 1,416 completed and
2,529 preliminary applications. Because of the tightness of the College's
total enrollment, we have endeavored to keep the Class of 1967 around
255 (it now is 256) and to limit freshmen and transfer students to 260
(the number we currently have).
The Class of 1967 shows a further decline in the number of nonresident students with only 21, 8.2 per cent, in this category. Trinity
must in the near future decide whether the College should be completely residential. Only about one-third of the non-resident group
will enter Trinity without financial support from the College or some
other non-family source.
Following along in the pattern of increase of interest in the College,
as of this date, 50.5 per cent of the admitted candidates (including
financial aid applicants who were not given assistance) will enter
Trinity in September. This compares with 49.6 per cent for the Class
of 1966, and 45.9 per cent two years ago.
On paper this Class has given every evidence of being tronger
academically than any previous one.

Alumni Interviewing
By conducting interviews the members of the Alumni Interviewing Committee effectively assisted the Admissions Offic in the
selection of the Class of 1967. Particular recognition goes to the interviewers in the St. Louis area for getting outstanding boys interested in
Trinity and for having such a high percentage of acceptance . One of
the most difficult interviewing groups to organize is Greater ew York.
It is to the signal credit of the interviewers there that 90 per cent of the
interview requests were completed. It is our sincere hope that this
program will continue to go forward.
Financial Aid
The financial aid candidates were the best we have had in the history
of the College. Four hundred and fifty-seven petitioned for financial
assistance. The comparable figures for the last two years were 439 and
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458 respectively. The average grant (including scholarships, loans and
bur ary employment) amounts to $1,143. Included are the Illinois and
the Baker Scholars.
Seventy-four members of the Class of 1967 will receive :financial aid
in the amount of $84,600: Scholarships, $69,175; Trinity loans, $10,025;
and Bursary employment, $5,400. Included are ten Illinois Scholars,
$9,600; six Baker Scholars, $4,025; and nine Capital Area Scholars,
$10 450. The caliber of the Illinois, Baker and Capital Area Scholars
is unusually high.
ADMIS IO S OFFICE ACTIVITY

Once again admissions officers traveled to the West Coast. As in the
past, new cities were added to the itinerary. Omaha and Wichita were
visited for the :first time.
During 1962--1963 the program of having special dinners in three
elect d cities was continued. Secondary school principals and guidance
counselor are invited to join alumni interviewers, a vice president of
the College and one or more admissions officers. Dinners were held in
Boston, Chicago and Cleveland. The sessions are informal and for the
purpose of having the school officials become better acquainted with the
College and the alumni. Following the dinners the admissions officers
vi it the schools invited to attend. This program will be continued in
other communities.
CAPITAL AREA SCHOLAR

The Capital Area Scholarship Program began with the Class of
1963. It is altogether :fitting that we report on the accomplishments of
this Class.
Only one of the original14 Capital Area Scholars failed to graduatefor personal reasons he withdrew from college in his freshman year.
The record of the Class was exceptional. Four were elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, and nine earned the Dean's List one or more times. Stanley J.
Marcuss, Jr., '63, led his class academically for four years and was, of
course, Valedictorian. Six were elected to national honor societies. The
group was quite active xb·acurricularly - three were presidents of
their fraternities and two Junior Advisers. In the year ahead eight of the
Class will attend graduate or professional school, four with :financial
assistance. Stanley J. Marcuss, Jr., a Marshall Scholar, will study at
Cambridge University in England.
The other three Classes, those of 1964, 1965 and 1966, have done well
academically. In regard to the Classes of 1965 and 1966, a concerted
effort was made to aid young men who had the greatest need, and, who,
though giving real evidence of academic potential, were not necessarily
the highest ranking students in their respective schools.
The College, through the Capital Area Scholarship Program, has
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rendered real service to the community. It is our sincere hope that in
the future more will be done to encourage in boys in junior high school
a will to achieve their best academically. If they do so, the Capital
Area Scholarship Program provides them an opportunity to benefit
from the higher education which their capacities merit. We will continue to use this program as leverage against the attitude prevalent
among families low on the cultm·al and economic ladder that mental
exercise and enlightenment at their level are not out of question.
THE LIBRARY
GROWTH

During the year the book collection passed the 425,000 volume mark.
Total library expenditures exceeded $130,000, close to five per cent of
the College expenses for educational and general purposes. Trinity
recognizes fully that the Library is a top priority.
EFFECT OF THE NEW CURRICULUM

In September of 1963 we will utilize some of the sub-basement of
the Library formerly occupied by the Air Force R. 0. T. C. and more
recently in part by Connecticut Educational Television, Inc., as study
space for seniors engaged in research. The study carrels cmTently are
on order. Students assigned to this space will be able to stay as long
into the night as they wish. At the outset of this expanding program
approximately fifty students will be accommodated.
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN

Mr. Alvin F. Gamage has been named Reference Librarian to replace Mr. Eugen S. Eisenlohr. A graduate of the University of Maine
and of the Columbia University School of Library Service, Mr. Gamage
was Director of the Brattleboro, Vermont, Free Library.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
GENERAL

During 1962-1963 many improvements were made in the physical
facilities of the College.
THE MATHEMATICS-PHYSICS CENTER

The new Mathematics-Physics Center, in spite of a prolonged carpenters strike, was substantially completed as of July 1, 1963. Designed by the architectural firm of O'Connor and Kilham of New York,
it was constructed by Wadhams and May Company of Hartford. The
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grading and seeding around the building have been completed, but the
landscaping remains to be done.
We plan to have the formal dedication of this center September 23,
1963.

Mathematics- Physics Center
National Science Foundation and
Atomic Energy Commission Instructional Equipment Grants
In providing modern equipment in the new Mathematics-Physics
Center for the greatly expanded Physics Laboratory, the College has
received substantial support from two federal matching fund programs.
The National Science Foundation, under its Undergraduate Instructional Scientific Equipment Program, awarded the Physics Department $19,640, with an equal amount to be provided by the College.
These funds are being used to strengthen both the elementary and the
advanced undergraduate physics laboratories through the construction
and procurement of new instructional equipment as well as to improve
the departmental machine shop. The project is under the immediate
supervision of Dr. Robert Lindsay, Associate Professor of Physics.
In addition, the Atomic Energy Commission, under its Nuclear
Science and Engineering Education Program, awarded the College
$11,760 for the purchase by the Physics Department of laboratory
equipment for use in its nuclear education program. The College has
matched this with $13,375 of its own funds. This grant will provide
equipment for instruction in the important aspects of experimental
nuclear physics. Among the major items of apparatus being purchased
are a neutron howitzer for making radioactive isotopes and a 400
channel energy spectrum analyzer for studies in gamma ray spectroscopy. The administration of this grant is under the supervision of Dr.
Albert J. Howard, Jr., Assistant Professor of Physics.
11

JARVIS PHYSICS LABORATORY

The day after Commencement the razing of Jarvis Physics Laboratory, seventy-five years old, began. It was complet d prior to the opening of the Summer Session, June 24, 1963.

I arvis Physics Laboratory

1888-1963
EW DORMITORY SPACE

At the meeting of the Trustees in January of 1963 approval was given
for the construction of an additional dormitory on the orth Campu
to provide 120 beds, and the architectural firm of O'Connor and Kilham
was employed to make the preliminary plans. This dormitory was
authorized on the basis of an undergraduate student body of around
one thousand, our present size. Originally it had been hoped that this
new housing facility would b ready for the opening of college in
September 1964. It soon became apparent, however, that this would
not give sufficient time for effective planning in regard to this new
building. As a result we now plan to have the dormitory ready for
September 1965.
ARTS CENTER

The College will begin late this summ r the construction of th new
Arts Center. The Trustees have voted to proce d even though more
12

funds will have to be raised to meet the cost which has increased materially since the building was first proposed three years ago.
The decision to go ahead was based on the great need at the College
for such facilities and on faith in the friends of the College to provide
the additional needed funds. Another compelling factor in the Trustees'
decision was the marvelous effort of the Trinity undergraduates who
raised $146,000 for the Center.
Final plans for the building were available in mid-July. Construction

At·chitect's Drawing - Arts Center

should begin late in the ummer. Completion will be during the academic year 1964-1965.
The building will hou e classrooms and offices for music, art and
drama, and will contain a 400 seat auditorium for drama, music, film
and lectures. The C nter will also contain exhibition galleries, practice
rooms, listening rooms, art studios, as w 11 as a small auditorium with
flexible lighting facilities which will accommodate an audience of about
100 for small musical pr sentations and xperimental theatre and reading.
SAFETY URVEY

During the summer of 1962 the Coil ge, in the interest of safety,
completely rewired Jarvi Dormitory. The remainder of this program
currently is in progr ss, nam ly, the installation of entir new electrical
equipment in Northam and S abury Dormitories.
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LANDSCAPE ARCIUTECT

The Trustees at the meeting April 6, 1963, authorized the employment of a landscape architect to assist in planning the future d velopment of the Campus including the modification of any features of the
Pilot Plan which have not in the meanwhile been act d upon. After

Aerial view of the Campus
interviewing several outstanding firms of landscape archit ct , Mr.
Robert Zion of Robert Zion-Harold Bre n, ew York City, ha been
retained. He has already begun his study.
FRATER !TIES

Alpha Delta Phi
Construction of the b autiful new chapter hou e of the Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity began in the early summer of 1962. The cornerstone was
laid at very impres ive ceremoni s on Sept mber 29, 1962. Th home
which contains no dormitory facilities , was r ady for occupancy at the
opening of the Trinity Term.

Theta Xi
The house which the Theta Xi Fraternity had purchased, 76 Vernon
Street, and which was used for commons and social quarters, during
the winter was badly damaged by fire. The home has been torn dO\vn
and in the near futur a new building will be er cted which will not
provide dmmitory facilities.

Phi Kappa Psi
The Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity has purcha ed and remodeled property
at 74 Vernon Street for social and commons space.
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ELM TREES

It is the policy of the College whenever n cessary in the formal Thaped planting pattern of the main campus to continue to replace
di a ed 1m tr es with other elms. Every known st p is being taken
to prot ct our elms. Som , howev r, are being lost.
l\11 CELLANEOUS PROJECT

During the year a number of
oth r teps were taken.
The Fun ton Plaque in the Library Courtyard was replaced.
Th id walk and curbs on
ummit Street from
ortham
Tow r to Elton Road were complet d.
A new parking lot on Summit
tr et we t of Jarvis Dormitory
' a constructed to provide parking pace for 35 cars of the
faculty and the administration.
The Coli ge House, 118 V rnon tr et, formerly occupied by
the Phi Kappa P i Fraternity,
wa tom down in the summer of
1962.
In the late spring of 1963 the
Funston Plaque
College purchased 58 Vernon
tr et. Shortly thereafter the house thereon was razed.
Just before the end of the acad mic year, 244 New Britain Avenue,
adjoining our property, was bought. The structure has been torn down.
Land caping on the a t side of Mather Hall, made possible by the
generosity of the Faculty Wives Garden Club, was completed. The
Coli ge al o planted fifteen new tr es around th Campus, many in this
general area, including three siz able oaks transplant d from the Mall.
FI A CIAL AFFAIRS
GE ffiRAL

Once more the Colleg nded the fiscal year in the black Income
and reserves exceeded exp nses and appropriations by $6,920.
TUITION AND FEES

Beginning with the academic year 1962-1963 tuition was increased
from $1,200 to $1,400 per annum. The fee for extra courses followed the
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same pattern and went from $120 to $140 per half-course. The annual
General Fee was increased from $125 to $150.
Fees in the Program of Graduate Studies and in the Summer Session
were also raised. For graduate students the increase was from $75 to
$90 per half-course, and for undergraduates from $100 to $120. For the
Program of Graduate Studies this increase was effective with the academic year 1962-1963; for the Summer Session with that of 1963.
The Trustees have directed that a study be made of our tuition and
fee structure effective with the academic year 1964-1965.
DEVELOPMENT WORK

General
The year 1962-1963 again was a most successful year from a development standpoint. Exclusive of the Alumni and the Par nts Funds as
well as of pledges, the College received $1,219,419 in contributions,
broken down as follows: Endowment, $132,292; Plant, $803,142; Current operations and Scholarships, $223,373; and Other Restricted Purposes, $60,612. To each and every benefactor the College expresses its
lasting gratitude.

The Alumni Fund
The goal for the 1962-1963 Alumni Fund was $135,000. Under the
outstanding leadership of Mr. John L. Bone , Jr. , '43, ational Chairman, and Mr. Harry K. Knapp, '50, Vice Chairman, $135,255 was rai ed,
a record in the history of the College. Thre thousand one hundred and

John L. Bonee, Jr., '43

Robert G. Dunlop
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ninety-one alumni contributed, another Trinity record. Fifty-three and
' seven-tenths per cent of our alumni participated. For all of this great
credit goes to Mr. Douglas L. Frost, '59, Assistant Director of Development.
For the splendid success of the 1962-1963 Alumni Fund signal credit
also goes to Mr. John E. Griffith, Jr., '17, Chairman, Leadership Gifts;
Mr. William H. Gorman, II, '39, Chairman, Special Gifts; Mr. Martin
D. Wood, '57, Chairman, Matching Gifts; and Mr. E. Laird Mortimer,
III, '57, Chairman, Promotion.
For the second year in a row the Trinity College Alumni Fund received national recognition - a certificate from the American Alumni
Council as well as a cash award from the U.S. Steel Foundation.

The Parents Fund
For 1962-1963 the Trinity College Parents Association accepted a
goal of $40,000. Six hundred and thirty parents, a record, contributed
$40,049, a splendid achievement. Mr. Robert G. Dunlop of Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania, as National Chairman; and the Regional Chairmen- Mr.
Alan N. Anderson of Hingham, Massachusetts; Mr. Albert D. Hutzler,
Jr., of Pikesville, Maryland; Mr. Oliver M. Gale of Cincinnati, Ohio;
and Mr. Sherman T. Spitzer of River Forest, Illinois - provided outtanding leadership.

Alumni Committee on Endowment
The Alumni Committee on Endowment
under the able chairmanship of Mr. Sydney
D. Pinney, '18, increased its activities. More
responsibility was placed on individual committee members to make the initial contact
with their classmates in order to interest
them in leaving money to the College. The
response has been most gratifying. Since the
Committee was established 117 alumni have
planned their estates in the interest of the
College. The total of these is estimated between $5,000,000 and $8,000,000.

Sydney D. Pinney, '18
CAPITAL GIFTS CAMPAIGN

In order to carry forward some of the objectives which the Trustees
have established for the decade ahead, we are planning a Capital Gifts
Campaign beginning in the autumn of 1964. A fund raising survey concei·ning the financial potential of the College has been conducted by
Marts and Lundy, Inc., of New York City. Preparations for the campaign currently are under way.
17

PROPOSED TAX LEGISLATION

Colleges such as Trinity long have depended for growth and development on the understanding generosity of public-minded alumni and
friends who under our system of free enterprise have been privileged
to contribute some of their estate to further the cause of education. This
has been the very heart of our way of life. Colleges such as Trinity
which do not receive direct tax support and which owe their very
existence to generous benefactors would be irreparably damaged if
certain of the Administration's tax proposals were to become laws.
With this in mind, I wrote as follows to Mr. Leo Erwin, Chief Counsel
of the Committee on Ways and Means, with copies to Connecticut's
Senators and Congressmen:
I am submitting this letter to you as an expression of the attitude
of the administration of Trinity College of Hartford, Connecticut,
in regard to tax reform legislation.
First of all, I wish to make it clear that Trinity is an independently operated college and supported by its alumni and friend .
Founded in 1823, it has been an independent liberal arts college
since its inception. Over the years tl1e generosity of its alumni and
friends has enabled the College to achieve a position of excellence
in the educational field and to meet the growing demands of the
young men who tum to us for the benefits of a liberal arts education.
We think in common with many other independent colleges that
the proposals of the Administration for reforms in existing tax legislation would seriously curtail the high level of support from our
alumni and friends. Within the following categories of proposed tax reform, independently supported colleges would be particularly vulnerable:
( 1) personal deductions from income taxe as proposed; ( 2) the recommended changes under capital gains; ( 3) estate and gift tax proposal ;
( 4) proposed changes in taxes on dividends.
While we fully recognize that tax reform are called for, the character
of such reforms~ we believe, should be weighed again t the possible effect
on our independently financed educational institutions.
The technicalities involved in the propo als can best be presented by
the American Council on Education, which, I believe, will speak for most
of the colleges. We do know that the wide publicity which has already
been given to the proposed ref01m measures has been reflected in the
reluctance of individuals planning gifts or leaving money to Trinity until
such a time as final tax legislation has been formulated. This by no mean
is limited to our elves but represents tl1e experience of other colleges
as well.
As the President of Trinity College, I have thought that this letter
setting forth our views on proposed tax reform hould be in your hand to
add to the testimony of other organizations sharing in large part the
same convictions as we have. We have every confidence that the committee members are cognizant of the problem of independently financed
educational institutions and the impact which changes in tax legislation
might have upon them.
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SIC !FICA T EVE TS A D ACTIONS
\ ICE

CHAIRMA

oF THE BoARD oF TRUSTEES

After a long and thoughtful study by the Trustees, the Statutes of the
College were amended at the meeting on April 6, 1963, to provide for
a Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Section 4 under Title I of
the Corporation now provides: "The Corporation shall elect annually at
the June meeting a Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees who shall
b a Trustee who has not pass d his seventieth birthday. The Vice
Chairman shall have enior rank after the President at all academic

A. Henry Moses, '28

Lyman B. Brainerd, '30

ceremonies and occasions and shall serve as the adviser to the President in matters that concern the Trustees and shall s rve to advise the
other Trustees about int rnal matters that aff ct the Corporation. The
Vice Chairman shall pr ide at any me ting of the Corporation or
Executive Committee which the Presid nt is unable to attend, shall
preside at any meeting of any other Standing Committee of the Trustees
of which th President is chairman and which th Pr sident is unable
to attend, shall be ex officio member of all Standing Committees of the
Trustees, and shall be Chairman of th Committee on Committees."
Mr. Lyman B. Brainerd, '30, since Jun of 1946 Secretary of the
Board of Trustee , ha , I am d light d to r port, b en unanimously
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elected the first Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees. A Life Trustee
since 1937, a member of the Executive and the Investment Committees
since 1947 President of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, a director of many leading Hartford companies, he is
also the Senior Warden of St. John's Episcopal Church, West Hartford.
SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

At the meeting of the Corporation on June 7, 1963, Mr. A. H erny
Moses, '28, was elected effective July 1, 1963, Secretary of the Board of
Trustees, to succeed Mr. Lyman B. Brainerd, '30. A Life Trustee since
1942, Vice President and Cashier of the .!Etna Life Affiliated Companies
since 1958, Mr. Moses is a member of the Executive and the Investment
Committees and Chairman of the Audit Committee; Trustee of the
Colt Bequest; Trustee and Treasurer for Receiving Donations for the
Support of the Bishop; Vestryman, Trinity Church, Hartford, since
1936, and Treasurer for 17 years.
ROBERT FROST

One of the most notable events in the annals of the College was the
visit to Trinity October 11, 12, 1962, of America's outstanding poet, the
late Robert Frost. This visit was sponsored by the · Trinity College
Library Associates and was arranged by the Chairman, Mr. H. Bacon
Collamore of West Hartford. The College is lastingly grateful to him
for making this never-to-be-forgotten occasion possible.
An audience of 1,400 in the Field House listened to Mr. Frost, and to
Mr. Frost at his very best, in what was one of his last public appearances. The next day Mr. Frost spent much time with Trinity students.
Robert Frost's visit to Trinity added much even beyond the local
community to the stature of the College. The sincere interest of students, faculty, staff and townspeople gives further evidence that persons of world repute, whether in the arts or the sciences, command the
type of audience which brings great credit to the College. I hope
sincerely in the years ahead that persons of similar renown will be frequent visitors to the Trinity Campus.
FRATERNITIES

In my report of a year ago I noted that the Trustees had authorized
the President to appoint an ad hoc committee to study certain recommendations from the Trinity College Interfraternity Council and the
Trinity College Senate concerning fraternities and to recommend action. This committee consisted of Mr. Henry S. Beers, '18, Chairman;
Mr. Lyman B. Brainerd, '30; the Rt. Rev. Walter H. Gray, S.T.D. '41;
and Mr. Barclay Shaw, '35.
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At the meeting of the Cm·poration on April6, 1963, the Trustees approved the recommendations of the ad hoc committee and announced a
considered policy in regard to fraternities. Because of the importance
of this matter I quote the report of the ad hoc committee.
This Committee wa appointed . . . to consid r the advisability of the
Tru tee i uing a formal tatement of policy concerning provisions in
charter and by-laws of frat rnities at Trinity which could result in
limiting undergraduate autonomy in election of fraternity member from
the tudent body. Thi action of the Board was primarily in response to
a reque t by two undergraduate organizations - the Senate and the Interfraternity Council.
Since appointment of the Committee, we have had meetings with
representatives of student government, individual fraternity undergraduate group and alumni representatives of most of the fraternities

Robert Frost
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on campus. We have al o corre ponded or conferred with individual
alumni of the College. We have reviewed action taken by orne of our
sister colleges on this general subject and the rea on given therefor.
We have taken into con ideration hi torical and conomic factor at
Trinity which affected the dev loprnent of the fratemiti now on campu .
Fratemitie over the years have played a vital rol in the growth
and success of Trinity College. In this world of rapid change, fratemitie
have it in their power to aid the College ignificantly in the education and
development of its students.
The Committee, after due consideration, b li ve that the exi tence
of di criminatory clause in charters or by-law of fratemitie with
chapter at Trinity gives ri e to the pos ibility that such clau e may be
evoked to deprive the member of a local chapter of their autonomy in
selection of members on a basi incon istent with the pirit of the policy
e tabli hed in Trinity' charter of 1823. This charter provide in part
that the religiou tenet of a p rson shall not be a condition of admi ion
to any privilege of the College.
In view of all of the foregoing, the Committee recommend that the
Tru tee forthwith issue the following stat rnent (and thi was approved):
The Board of Truste s of Trinity College ha receiv d from the Interfraternity Council and the Trinity College S nate a r olution r que ting
that the Trust es of the College take po itive action to assur local
autonomy with re pect to selection of m rnber of ocial fraternitie recognized by the College.
The Trustees believe that local undergraduate chapter of fraternitie
recognized by the Coll ge should have such autonomy. While the Tru tees
have no juri diction over th polici
of national fraternities in their
activities out ide this College, the Tru te do r quire:
THAT the undergraduate member of each fraternity chapter at Trinity
College shall have the ole right to sel ct tl1eir own m mb r , ubj ct only
to such scholastic and di ciplinary standard a the College adrnini tration may establish and, furth rrnor ; THAT no per on hall be denied
membership in any fraternity at Trinity Coli ge becau e of any by-law
or other regulation which prohibits uch rnemb r hip for reason of race,
color, creed, or national origin.
If after communicating thi requirem nt to their national groups, local
chapters are refused permis ion to ex rei e such local autonomy within
a rea onable time, the college authoritie hould be notifi d by the local
chapt r in order that appropriate action may b taken.

The above action of the Trustees has been well received at the College.
FouNDATIO

FOR EPISCOPAL CoLLEGES,

I

c.

The establishment of the Foundation for Episcopal College Inc.
was completed Septemb r 25, 1962, with its incorporation under Connecticut law. During the year a full-time e ' cutiv ecr tary wa engaged to carry forward the work of the Foundation, much of which had
been done at Trinity by Mr. Kenneth C. Parker, Director of Public
Relations, and the President. Mr. I. Dwight Fickes appointed a
executive secretary (his title has now been chang d to Pre ident) ha
had extensive fund raising experienc .
At the first annual meeting of the Foundation held at K nyon College
in Gambier, Ohio, the programs of promotion and fund rai ing for the
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year were approved. Re-elected as officers for 196~1964 were: Chairman, the President of Trinity College; Vice Chairman, Dr. Edward
McCrady, President, the University of the South; Treasurer, Mr. Clifford E. Orr, Director of Public R lations, Hobart College; and Secretary, Mr. Kenneth C. Parker, Dir ctor of Public Relations, Trinity College.
The Foundation has been fortunate to be able to locate its central
office in the new Episcopal Church Center, New York City.
-ATIO AL CHRISTIA

COLLEGE DAY

On ational Christian College Day, April 28, 1963, the Foundation
for Episcopal College , Inc., for the first time sponsored services.
Hitherto, Hobart, Kenyon and Trinity had done so. These services were
held in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cl veland, Grosse Pointe Farms,
ew York City, Philad lphia and Washington, D.C. At each service a
pre ident of one of the ight member coli g s delivered the sermon.
The President of Trinity College did so at Trinity Church in ew York.
Co

NECTICUT

Enuc

TIO AL TEL· VI 10 ,

I c.

In my report of a y ar ago I d scrib d at orne length the arrangement between th Coli g and Connecticut Educational Television,
Inc., pointing out that the Truste s had voted that the station be
housed ''here on the campu on a trial basis of one year after operation are begun."
On Octob r 12, 1962, Conn cticufs first non-commercial, non-profit
educational t I vi ion tation, WEDH, Channel 24, took to the air
wa es from it tudio located on the Trinity Campus in the basement
of the Library. Thi is the fir t of a proposed state-wide network of
tations to be op rated by Conn cticut ETV, Inc. Since October of
1962 daily broadcasts on a fiv -day a w k schedule hav been devoted
to in-school programming for both syst matic instruction and enrichment whil vening off rings to adults and teenagers have featured art,
ball t, economics, history, th humanities, literature, music, sports,
th atre, trav I and scienc in th ir many a p cts.
Many b n fits already hav accrued to th College through association with this significant enterpris : id ntification with a high level of
educational t I casting; xpansion of our program of public relations;
participation by sixt n memb rs of our faculty in the Channel's program· th attraction to tl1 Campus of many visitors; the employment
through the y ar of nin teen of our student (thr e full-time in the
ummer of 1963); and the stimulation of interest in tl1e College in
pro pective student and faculty members. It is always announced
that th broadca t manat s from studios on "the Campus of Trinity
Colleg ."
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Mr. Robert S. Morris, '16, and the Pr sident are members of the
Board, the former serving on its Executive Committee.
I am happy to report that the Trustees have voted "that the arrangements with Connecticut Educational Television, Inc., be renew d for
one year from October 1, 1963."
AREA ScHOLARSIDPS

During the year area scholarhip appropriately hav been
stablished in honor of s veral
outstanding alumni.
The Buffington-Burgwin Scholarships for student from the
Great r Pittsburgh Ar a are in
m mory of the Hon. Joseph Buffington, '75, LL.D. '90, honoris
causa, an t em d alumnus \ ho
did much to build the Trinity of
today; and the brother Hill
Burgwin, '06, and George C.
Burgwin, '14, m mb rs of a ditinguished Trinity family.
Scholarships in memory of the
Rt. R v. Cameron J. Davi '94
M.A. '97, D.D. '23, honoris causa,
George M. Ferris, '16
on -time Bishop of the Epi copal
Diocese of West rn
w York
are available to qualified young m n from th West rn
w York Area.
Students from the Washington, D.C., Area will b nefit from cholarships named in honor of Mr. George M. Ferris, '16, Life T1u t e and exceedingly generous b nefactor, who in 1957 establish d the G orge M.
Ferris Lectureship in Corporate Finane and Investm nt.
The William G. Mather Scholarship for young men from the
Cleveland Area pay homage to one of Trinity' most outstanding benefactors, Mr. William G. Mather, '77, M.A. '85, LL.D. '32, honoris causa,
long a Life Trust e of his Alma Mater.
In establishing the Charles E. Weed Scholarships for young men from
the Greater Boston Area, the College hop s to inspire in the recipients
the same devoted dedication to community s rvice as wa exemplified
by Mr. Charles E. Weed, '94, M.A. '97.
Co ECTICUT HrcHER EDuCATION
AssrsTANCE CoRPORATIO - U ITED STUDE T Am
The growing availability of college and federal funds for tudent
loans has combined with an accelerating public acceptance of the
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principle of borrowing for education to cause a marked increase in the
loan business conducted by our colleges. During the past year Trinity
made loans to 194 students. Progressively this is building up (in the
future) to a formidable clerical collection activity.
Recently a novel method had been developed for commercial banks
within their own communities to serve more effectively the need for
student loans. Civic leaders have established non-profit organizations
to endorse bank loans to deserving students and to guarantee from reserve funds their repayment. These reserve funds are supplied by
private gifts, foundation grants as well as deposits from colleges and
universities. Connecticut Higher Education Assistance Corporation
provides this service for residents of Connecticut and United Student
Aid Funds, Inc., for the rest of the nation. Trinity has made deposits
with both plans to secure their service for students from practically all
the states.
Loans up to $1,000 per year are available to qualified students who
have completed their first year. Interest rates are low - usually 6 per
cent simple interest - because the reserve fund assures the safety of
each loan. Collection is handled by the banks instead of the colleges.
Repayments are made in installments starting four months after graduation.
Under normal circumstances the reserve funds of these organizations
are never spent. They are invested and investment income pays for
operating expenses plus loan defaults if any.
CHEAC is planning to yield its place in Connecticut to USA Funds,
so that a single, nationwide service may soon be available to Trinity
students.
HisTORY OF THE CoLLEGE

Dr. Glenn Weaver, Associate Professor of History, is reaching the
final stages of his History of Trinity College. By way of preview to the
work, the Trinity College Alumni Magazine in the forthcoming spring
issues will publish two chapters from this history. One chapter will deal
with the College during the Civil War and the other with the move
from the old Campus to the present location. The articles will appear
in substantially final form with full documentation. The entire project
should be completed within the year.
CESARE BARBIERI CENTER OF ITALIAN STUDIES

1962-1963 was a year of gestation for the Cesare Barbieri Center of
Italian Studies. It sponsored two different programs of documentary
films on Italian culture. The Center also began the preparation of its
documentary film on "Dante and the Divine Comedy." This will be its
contribution to the world-wide celebration in 1965 of the 700th anniversary of Dante's birth.
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DESALINATION SYMPOSIUM

On Saturday, September 22, 1962, Trinity was the host for a Desalination Symposium sponsored by the Hartford Section, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and attended by some 175 engineers
from industry and academic life. Although the northeastern section of
the country does not in the foreseeable future face a shortage of potable water, it is here where most of the engineering and scientific talent
and the accompanying industry for this problem are located. Speakers
included Professor Thomas Sherwood of M.I.T.; Professor Barnett F.
Dodge of Yale; and Dean Myron Tribus of Dartmouth. Professor Theodore A. Blakeslee, II, Associate Professor of Engineering, represented
Trinity in arranging for the Symposium.

SIXTH ANNUAL CAMPUS CoNFERENCE

The Sixth Annual Campus Conference was held September 28, 29,
1962, with Mr. John T. Fink, '44, as Chairman. The speakers were Mr.
Herbert .R. Bland, '40; Mr. John L. Bonee, Jr., '43; and the President.
Following the presentation of awards, Dr. George B. Cooper Dr.
Robert H. Smellie, '42, and Mr. JohnS. Waggett, '63, lead a panel dicussion on the Undergraduate Evaluation.
On Saturday, September 29th, there were workshop sessions for the
Class Agents, the Class Secretaries, the Alumni Interviewers, the Area
Alumni Officers and the Alumni Committee on Endowment.

LECTURE SERIES
THE TRINITY COLLEGE LECTURE SERIES

The Trinity College Lecture Series, under the chairmanship of Dr.
Robert D. Meade, Associate Professor of Psychology, during the year
brought the following speakers to the Campus. The Hon. Horace SeelyBrown, Jr., Republican candidate for the United States Senate, opened
the program on October 4, 1962. On October 25, 1962, the Hon. Abraham A. Ribicoff, now the Junior Senator from Connecticut, spoke. The
scheduled speaker for November, Braj Kumar Nehru, India's Ambassador to the United States, was unable to come because of the cri i in
his country. Mr. William J. Lederer, co-author of The Ugly American
and author of A Nation of Sheep, spoke November 26, 1962, on "The
Ugliest American." Mr. Felix Greene, author of Awakened China, delivered a lecture on March 4, 1963, on «China Revisited." «Exploring
the Open Ocean" was the title of a lecture by Dr. Herbert F. Frolander,
oceanography and marine biology expert, on April15, 1963.
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E ATE LECTURE SERIES

During 1962-63 the Senate Lecture Series, sponsored by the Senate
Educational Affairs Committ e, had four lectures to expose students to
member of the faculty they may not have had in class. Dr. Robert D.
Meade, As ociate Professor of Psychology, spoke on "Brainwashing."
Dr. Rex C. eaverson, Associate Professor of Government, described
'The ew Communist Party in the Soviet Union." "A New College
Curriculum" was the subject of an address by Mr. Paul J. Smith,
Assistant Professor of English. And, finally, Dr. William A. Johnson,
A sistant Professor of R ligion, spoke about "The New Sex Morality."

PoETRY SERIES

The Poetry Center play d ho t to the prize-winning poet Richard
Eberhart, when for three days in April he visited the Campus as poetin-residence. Mr. Eberhart, who currently is Professor of English and
poet-in-residence at Dartmouth College, delivered the annual John E.
Candalet Phi Beta Kappa L cture; presented a reading of his poems;
poke on the poets Emerson and Stevens; and met informally with students. The last event of the three-day program was a reading of one of
Mr. Eberhart's verse plays. Mr. Eberhart, it will be recalled, took part
in the College's successful1955 Convocation.

CoNNECTICUT Cou CIL OF

TE

CHERS OF

E

GLISH

The fifth fall Confer nee of the Connecticut Council of Teachers of
English wa held at the Coli ge October 26, 1962. About 500 secondary
school and college teach rs att nded the m eting, many visiting the
College English class s and the Connecticut ETV Studio. The main
address on the combination of xtrinsic and intrinsic approaches to
literature was deliver d by Professor Harold C. Martin of Harvard
ni er ity. The meeting was arranged by Professor Paul J. Smith, Assistant Professor of English, and Dr. Frederick L. Gwynn, James J.
Goodwin Prof ssor of English and Chairman of the Department, College repr entative for CCTE.

DEP ARTME T OF RELIGIO

COLLOQUIA

Memb rs of the Departm nt of .Religion conducted a series of
monthly Colloquium coffee hours designed to give students an opportunity to exchange ideas with the faculty. The purpose of the meetings was to promote Trinity College as a community of persons on the
growing dge of mind, and to share in the results of study and research.
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PuBLICATIO s

CHRISTOPHER
The outstanding publication by
the College during 1962-1963
POLHEM
was the beautiful volume ChrisTilE FATIIER OF
tophet· Polhem, The Father of
WED ! II TECHNOLOGY
Swedish Technology. This 288
page volume with its four-color
frontispiece of Christopher Polhem and 83 half-tone illustrations
\I'II.LIAM A . JO II NSON , PhD.
was made possible by the continued generosity of Dr. Karl W.
196,
Hallden, '09, M.S. '48, honoris
causa, Sc.D. '55, honoris causa,
Life Trustee. The book was
translated from the Swedish by
Dr. William A. Johnson, AssistKARL II' I LLI AM IIALLO EN ,
0.
ant Professor of Religion, who
was honored in 1962 by the King
Title page from
of Sweden upon the award of his
ChTistopher Polhem
Doctor of Theology degree by
the University of Lund. The
volume has been acclaimed at home and abroad as an outstanding
publication.
The Alumni Magazine continues to grow in size and stature. The May
issue contained a 24 page Survey of the Sciences at Trinity. This comprehensive article, containing the frank comments of many of om
alumni who have graduated since 1952, provid s a substantial evaluation of the several science departments and should prove extremely
helpful in future curricular planning.
There has been a great demand for copies of the issues featuring
Robert Frost and the Moore Collection on the Far East.
Tnnu)
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DRED AND THIRTY-SEVE TH CoMME CEME T WEEKEND
REUNIO

The 1963 Reunion, planned with great effectiveness by Mr. Kenneth
B. Case, '13, and his able committee, was notably successful. The
Alumni Dinner on Friday night was held in the Mather Student Center;
the Alumni and Senior Luncheon on Saturday in the Memorial Field
House. Three interesting Alumni Reading Program Seminars highlighted the 1963 Reunion: one by Dr. Michael R. Campo, '48, Associate
Professor of Modern Languages, on "Modern Italian Fiction"· one by
Dr. Robert A. Battis, Associate Professor of Economics, on "Problems
of Economic Growth: U.S.A. and U.S.S.R."; and the other by Mr. Samuel J. Wagstaff, Jr., Curator, Paintings, Prints and Drawings, the 'Vad worth Atheneum, on "Looking at Modern Art." Two very enlightening
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panels were conducted. One on "A Look Into the Crystal Ball - American Colleges in 1973" was moderated by Mr. Stanley J. Marcuss, Jr.,
'63, Valedictorian. On the panel were Dr. Joseph G. Astman, '38, Chairman, Foreign Language Department, Hofstra College; Mr. Donald B.
Engley, Librarian; Vice President Albert E. Holland, '34, M.A. '58;
and Dr. Robert M. Vogel, Dean of Graduate Studies and Director of the
Summer Session. The other panel, moderated by Mr. Hem-y S. Beers,
'18, then Chairman of the Board, .!Etna Life Affiliated Companies,
dealt with 'The Individual in a Corporate Society." The members of
the panel were: Mr. John F. Butler, '33, Director of Placement; the
Ron. John P. Cotter, '33, Judge of the Connecticut Superior Court; Mr.
Drew Q. Brinckerho.ff, '43, Columbia Broadcasting Company, New
York- and Mr. Winthrop W. Faulkner, '53, Architect, Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon, Washington, D.C.
The 1963 meeting of the Alumni Association was held immediately
following the Alumni and Senior Luncheon. The President was deeply
touched by the b·ibute that was paid to him on his ten years as President.
ALUMNI MEDALS FOR EXCELLENCE

Following the Annual Alumni Luncheon on June 8, 1963, Alumni
Medals for Excellence were awarded to: Mr. James Edward Bent, '28;

L eft to right:]. Ronald R egnie1·, '30; James R. Caldwell, '18; Dr. Jacobs;
James E. Bent, '28; and Stewatt M. Ogilvy, '36.

Mr. James Russell Caldwell, '18; J\.1r. Stewart Marks Ogilvy, '36; and
Mr. Joseph .Ronald Regnier, '30. The candidates were presented by Mr.
Lyman B. Brainerd, '30, Vice Chairman and then Secretary of the Board
of Trustees.
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THE BACCALAUREATE EXERCISES

The Baccalaureate Exercises were held Sunday morning, June 9,
1963, outside of Northam Towers. The sermon, delivered by the Rt. Rev.
Reginald Heber Gooden, D.D., honoris causa, '63, the Bishop of the
Missionary District of Panama Canal Zone and the father of Hiram
Richard Gooden, '63, an honor student in Modern Languages, was one
of the finest ever delivered on any campus.

The Rt. Rev. Reginald H. Gooden
Han. '63

Glenn T. Seaborg, Han. '63

THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

The One Hundred and Thirty-seventh Commencement Exercises on
Sunday afternoon, June 9, 1963, were held in the Memorial Field House.
The decision to go inside was dictated by dire weather reports. In fact,
however, as the afternoon progressed, the sun became brighter and
brighter, and the weather hotter and more humid. One hundred and fifty
received the degree of Bachelor of Arts; 65 that of Bachelor of Science·
one the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering; 40
the degree of Master of Arts; and 18 that of Master of Science. The excellent Commencement Address was delivered by Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg,
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, one-time Chancellor of
the University of California at Berkeley, in 1951 co-winner of the obel
Peace Prize in Chemistry. The Charge to the Graduates was delivered
by the President. Nine degrees hono1·is causa were conferred: Doctor of
Science, James Robert Kerr, Edward Norman Nilson, '37, and Glenn
Theodore Seaborg; Doctor of Humane Letters, Sidney Wilmot Gold30

mith, Jr.; Doctor of Letters, Henry Hayden Clark, '23; Doctor of Laws,
:\1ilton Hugo Glover and James Lippincott Goodwin; Doctor of Divinity, Robert Bracewell Appleyard and Reginald Heber Gooden.
CoNFERENCE IN THEOLOGY FOR CoLLEGE FACULTY

The Fourteenth Annual Conference in Theology for College Faculty
was held at Trinity June 13-19, 1963, the tenth time the Conference has
been on our Campus. The Conference was under the auspices of the
Provincial Committees for College Work of the Episcopal Church in
New England, New York, New Jersey, the Middle Atlantic States and
of the College and University Division of the National Council. College
and university faculty and administrators met to "re-examine their

Honorm·y deg1·ee recipients with Dr. Jacobs: Front row, left to right, Dr.
Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, doctor
of science; Dr. Jacobs; the Rt. Rev. Reginald H. Gooden, Episcopal
Bishop of the Missionary District of the Canal Zone, doctor of divinity.
Back row, left to right, Dr. Edwin N. Nilson '37, chief scientific staff,
Advanced Power Systems Group, Pratt and Whitney Airc1·aft Division,
United Ai1·craft Corporation, doctor of science; Milton H. Glover, president of the Hm'tford National Bank and Trust Company, doctor of
laws; Dr. Harry Hayden Clark '23, professor of English, University of
vVisconsin, doctor of letters; the Rev. Sidney W. Goldsmith, ]r., Rector
and H eadmaste1·, Shattuck School, Fm·ibault, Minnesota, doctor of
humane letters; the Rev. Canon Robert B. Appleyard, Rector of Christ
Church, Greenwich, Connecticut, doctor of divinity; ]ames R. Kerr,
president, chief ope1·ating officer and membe1· of the board, Avco Corporation, doctor of science.
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James L. Goodwin, Life Trustee of the College, 1·eceives the honorary
doctor of laws degree f1·om President Albert C. Jacobs.

Christian commitment under expert leadership, and to give their help
in an exploration of the problems of religion in higher education, and
possibilities for their solution."
Dr. Harry Boone Porter, Jr., Profes or of Liturgics, General Theological Seminary, conducted a course on "Gosp l and Albu: The Ba ic
Theology of Worship"; Dr. Pierson Parker, Professor of ew Te tament
Literature and Interpretation, General Theological Seminary, on on
"Acts and Epistles: The Young Church in Action"; and the Rev. Mr.
Samuel J. Wylie, Rector, Church of the Adv nt, Boston, Massachu ett,
one on "~?umenicity and Renewal: Christianity in the Post-E tabli hmentEra.
Dr. Porter served as the Chaplain of the Conference; and Mr. Rolfe
Lawson, '58, as organist and carilloneur.
Approximately 75 faculty and clergy att nd d.
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THE COLLEGE
I now report in some detail on the several groups constituting Trinity:
the Students, the Faculty, the Administration, the Trustees, the Alumni
and the Parents.
THE

STUDENTS

NUMBERS

Undergraduates

At the opening of the Christmas Term, 1,044 were enrolled as candidates for the baccalaureate degree (as compared with 1,012 a year ago);
227 in the senior class; 251 in the junior class; 270 in the sophomore
class; 288 freshmen; 6 special students; and 2 in the fifth year in Engineering seeking their second baccalaureate degree.
The increase in undergraduate enrollment resulted from no change
in policy; it was due to factors beyond our control. On the basis of
experience in recent years we had planned for an entering class of 275.
The attrition over the summer, however, declined markedly. As a result
the Class of 1966 numbered 288. And, again, due to continually increasing academic performance, the number of students required to withdraw from college decreased materially. And, lastly, more students than
usual, 30 in fact, returned to college to continue their education.
The Class of 1966, as I have reported, numbered 288 ( 272 were in the
class of 1963) and was selected from 1,470 completed applications and
2,448 preliminary ones. Fourteen and nine-tenths per cent came from
Greater Hartford; 27.1 per cent from Connecticut; and 39 per cent from
New England. The members of the class resided in 31 states, the
District of Columbia and five foreign countries. Eighty-seven and fivetenths per cent resided in college dormitories, and 12.5 per cent were
non-resident students. F01ty-two and six-tenths per cent came from
independent schools, while 57.4 per cent attended tax-supported institutions. There were in the class 3 great-grandsons, 3 grandsons, 15
sons and 5 brothers of alumni, and 7 brothers of students in college.
During 1962-1963 the average undergraduate class numbered 18.70.
We had one full-time teacher for every 9.73 undergraduates.
P1·ogram of Graduate Studies

Enrollment in the Program of Graduate Studies during the Christmas
and the Trinity Terms respectively was 431 (423 graduates and 8
undergraduates) and 343 (337 graduates and 6 undergraduates).
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Throughout the year 550 different students were enrolled ( 537 graduates
and 11 undergraduates). The above figures do not include the Trinity
undergraduates who took one or more courses in the Graduate Program:
40 in the Christmas Term and 57 in the Trinity Term.
In 1961-1962, 508 students were enrolled in the Program of Graduate
Studies- 414 in the Christmas Term and 324 in the Trinity Term.
The Summe1· Session

The 1963 Summer Session enrollment was 649 ( 535 the first t rm and
404 the second). This figure does not include 19 Reading Clinic student.
The over-all registration was 5.19 per cent over 1962, when 617 sh1dent
were enrolled ( 512 the first term and 356 the second). Two hundred and
thirty-eight were graduate students, an increase of 15 per cent O\ er
1962, when the number was 207. One hundred and one Trinity undergraduates were registered as compared with 103 in 1962, and 105 in 1961.
One hundred and seventy non-Trinity undergraduates in the 1963
Summer Session are studying at 78 different colleges and universitie .
One hundred and thirty-one (including 36 students in the United Aircraft Corporation Summer Engineering Laboratory Program) were in
the Transition to College Plan, as compared with 107 in 1962 and 88 in
1961.
SCHOLARSHIP

The academic average for the entire College continues to rise, in a
most satisfactory way. It was 77.9 for 1962-1963, as compared with
77.5 in 1961-1962, and 76.8 in 1960-1961. The freshman class maintained
an average of 75.3, as against 75.4 a year ago, and 74.6 in 1960-1961. The
average for upperclassmen was 78.9, as compared with 78.2 in 19611962, and 77.6 two years ago. The average for members of fraternitie
was 78.8, as against 78.1 in 1961-1962, and 77.2 in 1960-1961; for independents 77.2 (including the Brownell Club 80.9), as comparad with
77.0 a year ago, and 76.4 in 1960-1961. Resident students averaged
77.8; non-residents 78.8; single students 77.9; and married student 78.9.
One hundred and thirty and 161 in February and June respectively
earned Dean's List averages. The corresponding figures in 1961-1962
were 125 and 152; in 1960-1961, 117 and 141.
During the year 63 students ( 37 freshmen and 26 upperclassmen)
were placed on probation, as compared with 53 ( 29 freshmen and 24
upperclassmen) in 1961-1962; and 109 ( 46 freshmen and 63 uppercla men) in 1960-1961. In addition, 23 students (9 freshmen and 14 upperclassmen) were required to withdraw from college. The comparable
figures in 1961-1962 were 22 students ( 4 freshmen and 18 uppercla men); in 1960-1961, 27 students ( 3 freshmen and 24 upperclassmen).
Fourteen members of the Class of 1963 were elected to membership in
the Connecticut Beta of Phi Beta Kappa.
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The following 29 memb rs of the class received honors in scholarship:
Stanley Joseph Marcuss, Jr., Valedictorian, in General Scholarship and
Economics; David Charles Brewster, Salutatorian, in General Scholarhip and Economic ; Thomas Robert B rger, in Mathematics and
Physics; Richard Sui On Chang, in History; Raymond Allen Drate, in
Mathematics; Edward Thomas Flynn, Jr., in Biology; Hiram Richard
Gooden, in Modern Languages; Paul Thomas Hannigan, in German;
John Richard Hebel, in English; Dwight Holbrook, in English; Victor
Ford Keen, in Economics; Thoma Richard Knox, in History; Robert

Stanley J. Marcuss, Jr. , '63
Valedictorian

David C. Brewster, '63
Salutatorian

Hill LaMotte, Jr., in P ychology; Thomas Gordon McCord, in Chemistry;
Donald Edward McCormick, in English; Barry Duff McCutcheon, in
English; Steven Jerry Molinsky, in French and Mod rn Languages;
Robert Mead Murdock, in Fin Arts; Dani 1 Lawrence Ostapko, in Engineering· Rob rt Halld n Parle , in Biology; Lee Allen Perron, in English;
Wilbur Shenk, III, in Engin ering; Charles Theodore Stier, in Fine Arts;
Harvey Winton Thomas, Jr. , in Philosophy; William James Tozer, Jr. ,
in Economics; Edison Jean Trick tt, in Psychology; Stephen Shepard
Washburne, in Chemistry; James Donald Whitehill, in Religion; and
Cyril Yonov, in German.

Fraternity Scholarship
During 1962-1963 the member of fraternities maintained an academic
a erage of 78.8, a compared with 78.l a y ar ago, and 77.2 in 1960-1961.
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This was by far the best fraternity average during the decade I ha e
been privileged to be at Trinity. The fraternity record again was above
the all-college average of 77.9, and just below the upperclass average of
78.9. For the thirteenth consecutive year the fraternity average exceeded that of independents 77.2 (including the Brownell Club 80.9 ).
QED again led the fraternities with a record of 82.32, followed by Pi
Kappa Alpha 80.30, Theta Xi 80.11, and Phi Kappa Psi 79.30. As is indicated by the following statistics, seven fraternities were under the
upperclass average of 78.9, as well as the fraternity average of 78.8, while
four were below the all-college average of 77.9: Alpha Delta Phi 78.38,
Alpha Chi Rho 78.22, Delta Phi 77.92, Delta Kappa Epsilon 77.59,
Delta Psi 77.37, Sigma Nu 76.50, and Psi Upsilon 76.48.
Financial Aid
During 1962-1963, 245 students received scholarships in the amount
of $219,443, the average being $895.69. Twenty-two of these were
Illinois Scholars for an amount of $33,500; and 18 George F. Baker
Scholars received $20,895.
During the year 194 students had the benefit of loans amounting to
$73,969, the average being $381.29. Of these 47 received $28,837 in
National Defense Student Loans; 119 Trinity loans in the amount of
$35,332; and 28 Mead loans for $9,800.
In 1962-1963, 289 students received $52,147 in bursary employment.
Athletics
From the standpoint of a winning percentage the 1962-1963 athletic
season was not successful. In varsity and freshman competition the
College had 85 victories, 86 defeats and 3 ties, 49.7 per cent. Our varsity
record was 46 wins, 56 losses and 3 ties, 45.1 per cent; while our freshmen teams won 39 contests, lost 30, 56.5 per cent.
In spite of this over-all record, there were a number of highly commendatory performances. I note the varsity football team's victorie over
Amherst (otherwise undefeated) and Wesleyan; the outstanding performance of the varsity track team (though tied once it had a second
consecutive undefeated season) ; the all-winning records of our freshman
soccer and basketball teams. Furthermore, six new swimming and four
new track records were established.
Rowing
For the third year rowing attracted the enthusiastic support of many
undergraduates. Mr. Ronald P. Johnson of Worcester, Massachu ett,
was engaged as coach, and he did a splendid job. He was ably helped by
Mr. David Spraker of the Southern ew England Telephone Company
who volunteered his services.
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Mrs. James L. Goodwin christens new shell.
The varsity and junior varsity crews compiled excellent records,
each winning two regattas. In three years, rowing at Trinity has built
firm foundations.
_ A highlight of the rowing season was the regatta on the Connecticut
River April 27, 1963, when Trinity did not do too well against Amherst
and Boston University. But at tha·t time the shell given by our most
generous benefactor, Dr. James L. Goodwin, LL.D. '63, honoris causa,
long a Life Trustee, was christened "The James L. Goodwin."
The College is deeply grateful to the Friends of Trinity Rowing,
guided by their devoted and enthusiastic President, Mr. Clifton M. Bockstoce, as well as to the highly competent faculty adviser, Dr. Norton
Downs, Associate Professor of History, for doing so much to ensure the
success and continuation of this fine sport.
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The Air Force R .O.T.C.
At the opening of the academic
year 161 students were enrolled
in the Air Force R.O.T.C., 43 in
the Advanced Program. At the
end of the year the figures were
141 (58 freshmen and 43 sophomores) and 41 respectively.
Thirteen received their commissions June 8, 1963, and one will
do so after summer camp. At the
Commissioning Exercises Lt. Col.
Richard B. Olney, U.S.A.F., Professor of Air Science, delivered
the address.
At the Commissioning Exercises a special tribute was paid
by the President to Lt. Col.
Olney:
Charleston born, educated at
The Citadel and later at Trinity,
Lt. Col. Richm·d B. Olney
you have for a score and three
years s rved continuously in
our Country's Armed Forces. Your
military career ha been notable. During World War II, after flying unarmed transports in the Pacific Theatre, you became a pecial pilot for
Washington s top dignitarie . A veteran of the Air Re cue Service with
activity throughout the world, in this difficult and ital operation you
ingeniously developed important and ignificant techniques. A command pilot, still active in aviation, you have be n flying frequent tran port
missions for the Strategic Air Command.
As Professor of Air Science at Trinity for four years, you ha e, in
directing our Air Force Re erve Officer Training Corp , provid d intelligent, enlightened and outstanding leadership, thereby adding immeasurably to the stature of the Corp a well a to that of the College
you served so amazingly well. An officer, a gentleman, an esteemed
alumnus, a dedicated churchman, you have carved a la ting place
in the annals of Trinity. We proudly alute you and wi h you God peed
in your future career.

Placement
Two hundred and eighteen members of the Class of 1963 were on
the Campus during the academic year. Mr. John F. Butler, '33 Director
of Placement, reports that as of August 1, 1963, 116, or 53.3 per cent, are
going to graduate or professional school either this autumn or on the
completion of military service; 51, 23.4 per cent, were employed; 34
15.6 per cent, were in military service; 2, nine-tenths per cent, ' ere in
the Peace Corps; 2, nine-tenths per cent, were traveling; 8, 3.6 per cent,
had made no decisions; and for 5, 2.3 per cent, no information was a ailable.
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Bas d on current data, the following are the fields of advanced study:
law 15; medicine 15; th ology 12; business 8; psychology 7; chemistry 5;
mathematics 5; engineering 4; English 3; d ntishy 2; fine arts 2; international relations 2; libnu-y school2; philosophy 2; with one in each of the
following: economics; Fr ncb; geology; history; linguistics; oceanography; physic ; social work; wild life management; and education.
tati tics concerning those CUlT ntly mployed are as follows: teaching
13; indu try 10; banking 9; in urance 9; merchandising 2; real estate 2;
ith on in each of the following: education administration; journalism;
publi bing; professional football; t levision; and utilities.
Th averag salary for the 1963 B.A. graduate was $5,623 (as compared with $5,355 a y ar ago, and $5,135 in 1961); for th B.S. graduates
it was $6,908 (as compared with $6,130 a y ar ago, and $6,263 in 1961).
During the y ar 100 alumni w r in touch with the Placement Office
concerning information on mploym nt or graduate study. Currently
49 alumni are on our open listing.
Student bursary jobs total d 289, with earnings of $52,147. As the
policy of award for financial aid is mostly made in combination of scholarhip grants, loans and bursary employment, it is going to be a problem
to find more jobs on campus. The Placement Office received approximately 400 inquiries for off-campus part-tim jobs. Som 70 per cent
v refilled.
THE FACULTY

Leaves of Absence 1962-1963

During the academic year 1962-1963 six members of the faculty
were on sabbatical leave: Mr. Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier, Professor of
Religion, for the entire year; Dr. Gustave W. Andrian, Professor of
Modern Languages; Dr. J. Wend ll Burger, J. Pierpont Morgan Professor
of Biology; Dr. Norton Downs, Associate Professor of History; Mr.
G orge E. ichols, III, Associate Professor of Drama; and Dr. Richard
cheuch, Associate Professor of Economics, for the Trinity Term.
Dr. Cherbonnier sp nt his sabbatical year in England completing a
book in the field of philosophy of religion. In order to have closer contact
with leading authoriti s, he became a registered student at Oxford.
During the year he addressed the Th ological Faculty of the University
of Manch ster. He attended the r gular meetings of the Aristotelian
ociety and of the Royal Philosophical Society.
Dr. Andrian completed the manuscript of a literary Spanish reader for
coil g courses entitled Modm·n Spanish P1·ose and Poetry: An Introductory Reader. The book is being publish d by The MacMillan Company,
and will app ar early in 1964.
Dr. Burger divided his sabbatical l ave between travel in Portugal,
pain, Sicily, Italy and Franc , and carrying forward his research at Mt.
Desert Island Biological Laboratory.
Dr. Downs devoted his sabbatical to complete and forward to the
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publisher, G. Van Nostrand Co., the manuscript of a book tentatively
entitled: Medieval Pageant: A Book of Readings. He also made progres
on his manuscript for a general history of the m di val period.
Professor Nichols spent his sabbatical leave touring around the United
States to examine Fine Arts Centers at colleges and universities throughout the country.
During his sabbatical Dr. Scheuch made substantial progre on a
text dealing with labor problems and labor relations; served a a
consultant for a major project of the Greater Hartford Council on
Economic Education; prepared a graduate course in Pdce Theory; and
spoke at three Trinity College Alumni Association . He al o took
a six-week trip to Europe.
In addition, Dr. Vernon L. Ferwerda, Associate Professor of Government; and Dr. E. Finlay Whittlesey, Associate Professor of Mathematic
were on leave for the entire year.
Dr. Ferwerda, who resigned during the year, is Assistant General
Secretary of the Washington, D.C., Office of the ational Council of
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
Dr. Whittlesey spent the year on a ational Science Foundation
Fellowship at Pdnceton doing research on "Topology of 3-Dimen ional
Manifold."

Leaves of Absence 1963-1964
During the coming academic year sabbatical leaves have been granted
to six members of the faculty: Dr. Stephen P. Hoffman, As ociate Professor of Mathematics, for the entire year; Mr. John A. Dando, Associate
Professor of English; Dr. Robert P. Waterman, Associate Profe or of
Modern Languages; and Mr. Clarence E. Watters, Professor of Music,
for the Christmas Term; Dr. Philip C. F. Bankwitz, Associate Profe sor
of History; and Dr. Michael R. Campo, Associate Professor of Modem
Languages, for the Trinity Term.
Dr. Hoffman has reached the mid-point on the first draft of an advanced calculus text. He plans during his sabbatical, which he will
spend in San Diego, California, to finish the book. Currently he is also
working on a book dealing with R al Variables.
Professor Dando during his sabbatical leave will give a series of
talks for CBS radio on the history of the novel; will continue for the
Voice of America weekly commentaries on current lit rature; will work
with Dr. Campo on the Cesare Barbieri film to celebrate the 700th anniversary of the birth of Dante.
Dr. Wate1man will spend his 1 ave in Paris working at the Bibliotheque
N ationale. He will be concerned with certain asp cts of the Medieval
French Theatre, especially as regards the relationship between dramatized episodes in the Saints' lives as they evolve from the Ma s of the
Medieval Church, and their representation in carved stone and stained
glass.
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Profe or Watters plan to write the biography of Marcel Du Pre
a well as to make a critical study of his writings and composition .
Dr. Bankwitz during his sabbatical plan to investigate either the
reintegration of Alsace into French life after 1919, or the legal question of
the trials and condemnation of the Liberation period from 1943 to 1947.
He currently is completing the manuscript for his book, Maxime
Weygand and French Civil-Military Relations, to be published by the
Harvard Univer ity Pres .
Dr. Campo plans to complete his re arch on an aspect of the drama
of Luigi Pirandello; to continue toe plore the subject of the Resistance
in contemporary Italian literature; to prepare the text and artistic
documentation for the film "Dante and the Divine Comedy"; and to meet
with Italian writers and scholars to engage their collaboration and expand the scope of the Cesare Bm·bieri Courier.
In addition, leaves of absence have been granted to Dr. Kenneth W.
Cameron, Associate Professor of English, for the entire year; and to Mr.
tephen Minot, Lecturer in English, for the Trinity Term.
Dr. Cameron plans to edit and prepare for publication two unpublished
books of David Thoreau - one in the Harry Elkins Widener Memorial
Collection at Harvard, the other in the Library of Congress.
Mr. Minot plans to spend most of his leave in Athens finishing his
no el, At the Sound of the Siren. Th novel will probably contain
cenes set in Greece.

on-Returning Faculty
Eight members of the pr sent faculty will not be at Trinity next year.
I lit them alphabetically: Dr. Vernon L. Ferwerda, Associate Professor
of Go ernment; Dr. William A. Johnson, Assistant Professor of Religion;
Major John F. LaMar, U.S.A.F., Associate Professor of Air Science; Lt.
Col. Richard B. Olney, U.S.A.F., Professor of Air Science; Mr. Alvin R.
Reinhart, Assistant Professor of Engineering; Mr. DavidS. Salsburg, Intructor in Mathematics; Dr. Raymond F. Snipes, Instructor in Chemistr ·and Mr. Igor Vinogradoff, Visiting Professor of History.
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New Appointments
Due to the leav s of ab n
granted for 1963--1964 as w II a
to the necessity of replacing th
non-returning faculty, thirt n
n w appointment have b n
made for the coming acad mic
year. I li t them alphabetically:
Mr. Laur nee R. Alvarez, Instructor in Mathematics; Mr. Henry .
DePhillip , Jr., Assistant Profe or of Chemistry; Mr. Georg
Doskow, Instluctor in English;
Mr. William A. Gla ser, In truetor in English; Captain John B.
Grass r, U.S.A.F., Assistant Prof ssor of Air Science; Mr. Georg
C. Higgins, Jr., Instructor in
Psychology and College Counelor; Lt. Col. Gerald R. Marhall, U.S.A.F., Profe or of Air
Science; Mr. Victor Meyers, In tructor in Math matics; :Mr. Jam L.
Palsgrove, III, Lecturer in Music (Chri tma T rm)· Dr. Alfr d P iker
'25, Lecturer in Chemistry; Mr. Robb . Ru 11 '60, In tructor in
Engineering; Dr. Edward W. Sloan III In tructor in Hi tory; and
Mr. Jam sA. Vaccaro, Instructor in Mod rn Languag s.

Promotions
Six promotions effective Sept mber 1, 1963, wer approved durin
the year: Dr. LeRoy Dunn to Associate Professor of Economic · Dr.
Austin C. Herschberger to A sociat Prof sor of P ychology· Dr. Mario
J. Poliferno to As ociate Prof sor of Mathematic ; Dr. Donald B.
Galbraith to Assistant Profes or of Biology; Dr. Ri hard T. Lee to Asistant Professor of Philosophy; and Mr. St phen Minot to A si tant Professor of English.

Depmtmental Chairmen
Effective July 1, 1963, two change hav b n mad in r gard to
departm ntal chairmen. Dr. Rob rt H. Sm lli , Jr., '42, and Dr. Gu tave
W. Andrian, '40, have been named Chairman and Co-chairman re pectively of the Department of Chemi try and Mod rn Language . Dr.
Smellie succeeds Dr. Sterling B. Smith, who will continue a Scovill
Professor of Chemistry, and Dr. Andrian take ov r from Dr. Loui H.
aylor, who will remain as Prof or of Modern Languag
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AD~flNI

TRATIO r

During 1962-1963 a number of changes took place in the administration of the College.

Robe-rt H . Smellie, h., '42

Gustave W. And-rian, '40

Jacob W. Edwa-rds, '59

Mr. Lloyd Calvert, M.A. , '58, since July 1, 1961, Assistant to the Dean
of Graduate Studies and to the Director of the Summer Session,
resigned. as of February 1, 1963, to become Director of Secondary Education, Hartford Board of Education. To replace Mr. Calvert, Mr. Jacob
,V. Edwards '59, for four years a most successful Assistant Director of
Admissions, became Assistant to the Dean of Graduate Studies and Asociate Director of the Summer Session effective June 1, 1963.
JohnS. Waggett, '63

Effective June 1, 1963, Mr. John S. Waggett, '63, became Assistant
Director of Admissions. A Baker Scholar from Mexico, Missouri, a history
major, a member of Alpha Delta Phi, a Dean's List student, President of
the Senate, a member of Medusa, the Athletic Advisory Council, a
Junior Adviser, active in athletics, he is eminently qualified for this
post of great responsibility.
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George C. Higgins,]r.
For some time there has been a real need for a person qualified to asess the variety of psychological problems to which our students fall
heir and to assist them in the solution thereof. I am happy to report that
such a person will be at the College beginning with the academic year
1963-1964, Mr. George C. Higgins, Jr., Instructor in P ychology and
College Counselor. We anticipate that he will deal effectively with students whose personal and psychological adjustment problems are

Jacob W. Edwards, ,59

JohnS. Waggett, '63

George C. Higgins, Jr.

serious enough to affect adversely their academic progress, but who do
not require intensive or extensive psychiatric care. In this work he will
complement in a most valuable way what is being done by our Dean ,
Faculty Advisers, the Chaplain and the Director of Placement.
Mr. Higgins received his baccalaureate degree from Amherst in 1959,
and is completing his Ph.D. at the University of Rochester. His wide
experience in the field of his new duties should be most valuable.
Buildings and G1·ounds Staff
Two new positions have been established in the Department of
Buildings and Grounds. As of January 1, 1963, Mr. Dennis P. Tinsley
became Chief Plant Engineer. And during the year Mr. James orton
was promoted to Maintenance Supelintendent.
THE TRUSTEES

General
Four stated meetings of the Corporation were held - October 20.
1962; January 19, 1963; April 6, 1963; and June 7, 1963. All were well
attended.
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Bern Budd, '0

The Trustee at the meeting on October 20, 1962, accepted with
deep regret the resignation of Mr. Bern Budd, '08, as a Life Trustee of
hi Alma Mater, a post he has held with distinction for twenty-five
_, ears, after o er four years as an Alumni Trustee. The following resolution v as adopted: <Whereas the Trustees of Trinity College have recei ed with r gret the resignation from the Board of Bern Budd, '08,
for reason of health, be it Resolved that the minutes of this meeting
indicate that the Tru t e are aware of the momentous nature of Mr.
Budd's d ci ion a far as Trinity College is concern d and that the
minute contain also an expression of recognition of his thirty years of
faithful and valuable service not only on the Law Committee but in
er capacity in which his assistance and wise counsel were required.
The Tru tee join herewith all the other m mbers of the Trinity community in acclaiming B rn Budd' unswerving loyalty and devotion to
hi Alma Mater and in wishing him long and happy yea1·s of retirement."
At the arne meeting of the Board Mr. Budd was elected a Trustee
Emeritu of Trinity College.

Charles T. Kingston, Jr., '34
During 1961-1962 the Charter of Trinity College was amended so as
to pro ide for six Alumni Trustee , each el cted for a term of six years
in tead of three for a three-year term. Mr. Harris K. Prior, '32, was the
fir t Alumni Trustee elected under the amendment. Mr. Charles T.
King ton, Jr. , '34, who during 1962--1963 had been elected to fill the
unexpired term of Mr. Barclay Shaw, '35, caused by the latter's election
a a Life Tru tee, is the second alumnus to be elected a Trustee for a
ix-year term. Until 1967 the College will be in a period of transition
concerning the Charter Amendment. In 1967 the College will have 21
Life Trustee including the Pre ident while in office and six elected by
the Alumni.
THE ALUM IT

Genet·al

The College is deeply grateful to the alumni for their splendid support. We pay e pecial tribute to Mr. Herbert R. Bland, '40, President
of the Trinity College Alumni Association, for the fine leadership he
ha provided, as well as to the other officers and the directors of the
A ociation.

Alumni Statistics
The Alumni Office has compiled as of July 1, 1963, the following
tati tics in regard to th alumni of Trinity College. The living, active
alumni from 1889 through 1963 are: B.A. graduates 3 088; B.S. grad-
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uates 2,283; B.L. graduates 3; M.A. graduates (non-Trinity) 645; M.S.
graduates (non-Trinity) 54; V-12 graduates 106; non-gra~uates
(through the class of 1963) 1,891; non-graduates ( 1964 through 1967 )
135; honorary (non-alumni) 137. The total living, active alumni thus
numbers 8,300. In addition, 688 alumni have been removed from the
mailing list, and 260 are classified as <especial" (having taken just one
course). Thus, as of July 1, 1963, the total living alumni numbered
9,248.
The Alumni Office reports that as of July 1, 1963, the deceased
alumni total 3,803.
Thus, the grand total of Trinity alumni in the one hundred and forty
_
years of the College numbers 13,051.
Furthermore, 275 persons hold second degrees from Trinity, earned
or honorary: M.A. 141; M.S. 71; Honorary 47; B.S.M.E. 8; B.S.E.E. 8.
The Board of Fellows
The following alumni have been elected by the Trustees as Senior
Fellows: Mr. John H. Pratt, Jr., '17, for a second term of three years; and
Dr. Jacob C. Hurewitz, '36, Litt.D., honoris causa, '62, to succeed Mr.
L. Barton Wilson, III, '37, who has served with great effectiveness.
The Alumni have elected as Junior Fellows: Dr. Paul H. Twaddle,
'31, for a second term of three years; and Mr. William R. Peelle, '44, to
succeed Mr. Herbert B. Bland, '40, who has rendered such fine service.
The loyalty and dedicated service of the Board of Fellows in furthering the interests of the College is deeply appreciated.
THE PARENTS

General
Again the College expresses its very sincere appreciation to the
wonderful support provided by the Trinity College Parents Association.
To Dr. J. Donald Woodruff, the dedicated President; to the other
officers and directors; as well as to all parents who have rendered such
fine backing, the College expresses its heartfelt thanks.
Parents Days
The Ninth Annual Parents Weekend was held October 27, 28, 1962.
Parents and other family members of nearly five hundred undergraduates visited the Campus. Twelve hundred guests attended the football
game, and one thousand the buffet luncheon prior thereto. The President addressed the freshman parents.
The Seventh Annual Freshman Parents Day was held May 11, 1963.
About 150 parents attended. A panel of the Freshman-Sophomore
Advisory Council discussed (CYour Son's Achievements during his
Freshman Year." The panel was moderated by Dr. M. Curtis Langhorne,
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Prof ssor of Psychology and Chairman of the Department as well as
of the Freshman-~ophomore Advisory Council. Participat~ng were: Dr.
Edward Bobko, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Dr. Robert F. Kingsbury Associate Professor of Physics; and Dr. Rex C. Neaverson, Asociate Professor of Government.
CONCLUSION
Trinity enters the fifteenth decade equipped to meet the challenges
that lie ah ad; ready to r nder increasingly effective service.

Respectfully submitted,

President
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PRIVATE COLLEGES COULD NOT LONG ENDURE without the
supp01t of their sons and friends. Indeed, Trinity College is a living
memorial to m en and women who bequeathed their worldly goods to
plant the seeds of freedom and knowledge in successive generations
of young men. For the assistance of alumni and f1'iends who desire to
provide by will or deed for aifts to the C allege, the following forms
are suggested:

(Gift for General Purposes)
I GIVE, DEVlSE A

D BEQUEATH TO THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE, A

CORPORATION EXISTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF A SPECIAL ACT OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF CO NECTICUT AND LOCATED IN THE
CITY AND COUNTY OF HARTFORD, STATE OF CONNECTICUT,----- --- -------------- ----- -------------------------------------------------------------- -- DOLLARS (OR OTHERWISE DESCRffiE
THE GIFT) TO BE USED

(or,

THE INCOME TO BE USED) AT THE DISCRETION

OF THE CORPORATION.

(Gift for Specified Purposes)
I GIVE , DEVISE A

D BEQUEATH TO THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE, A

CORPORATION EXISTING U

DER AND BY VIRTUE OF A SPECIAL ACT OF THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT AND LOCATED IN THE
CITY AND COU TY OF HARTFORD, STATE OF CONNECTICUT, .......................... ..
-------------- -- ---------- -- ------------------ -- ---- ---- ---- ---- DOLLARS (OR OTHERWISE DESCRffiE
THE GIFT) TO BE USED
PURPOSES:

(or,

THE INCOME TO BE USED) FOR THE FOLLOWING

(HERE SPECIFY THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE GIFT OR THE

INCOME THEREFROM IS TO BE USED.

It is desiTable that the College be given considerable latitude in the
use of any gift so that a change of circumstances will not impair the
usefulness of the gift.
In 01·der to insure compliance with all requirements of the law of the
state in which the donor resides, it is recommended that the will or
deed be prepared and its execution supervised by a lawyer. The
Treasurer of the C allege will be glad to collaborate in the drafting of
language appropriate to carry out the desires of the donor.

Glover Johnson
14 Wall St.
New ~ oi:k 5 i N • Y •
~r.

